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Abstract

Clearly written with detailed step-by-step illustrations of statistical procedures, this text provides clear and logical explanations for the rationale and use of statistical methods of social research. Numerous end-of-chapter questions in every chapter reinforce key concepts to students. About the Author. I soon came to find out that stats is not an easy class by any means. The semester is almost over and I have an A+ in the course which probably would not be possible without a good textbook. This book is a GREAT book because it actually makes you understand all the theories behind the statistics. You don't just memorize equations but you "get it" because this book does explain them and make them so much more understandable. The eleventh edition of Elementary Statistics in Social Research is written to be understandable to all readers, particularly those without a strong background in mathematics. This text is available in a variety of formats — print and digital. Check your favorite digital provider for your etext, including Coursesmart, Kindle, Nook, and more. To learn more about our programs, pricing options and customization, click the Choices tab. Learning Goals Upon completing this book, readers will be able to: Develop an understanding of the importance of statistics in the social sciences. Need more help with Elementary Statistics in Social Research ASAP? We have you covered with 24/7 instant online tutoring. Connect with one of our tutors now. Our free elementary statistics books will help you acquire a better understanding of the core concepts of statistics. The textbooks in this section cover subjects such as sampling, statistics for business and statistical analysis of social science. The textbooks in this section cover subjects such as sampling, statistics for business and statistical analysis of social science.